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CO:MMuNICA TION FROM THE COMMISSION. 
- TO THE EUROPEAN P A:RLIAMENT 

· pursuant to ·the sec~n~ subparagraph of ArtiCle 189 b (2) of the EC-Treaty 

Co~mon position of -~e Council on the. proposal. for a European 
Parliament and Council Directive pnconsumer protection in the indication 
of the. prices of products offered to consumers . 

!.BACKGROUND TO. THE DOSSIER 

Da,te of transmission of the proposal to theEuropea,ri Parliament and Council: 17.07.1995 
Date of the opinion ofthe European ·Parliament, first reading: 18.04.1996 
Date of transmission of the amended proposal: 24.06.1996 
Date ofadoption of the common position: 27.09.1996 · · · . 
Date of the opinion of the Economic and Social Commjttee: 20.12.1995 

II.QBJECT OF THE COMMISSION'S PROPOSAL 

There are two inajor reasons for this proposal ·for a Directive: consumer protection and 
· simplification. 

The proposal protects consumers by guaranteeing them adequate information on the prices of . 
products. Because .of the complexity of the existing mechanism, consumers do not have 
transparent inform~tioi:l on prices. Notably,' the fact that the unit priCe of products marketed 
in pre-packaged quantities in compliance with· Cominunity ranges· does not have. tci be 
indicated makes it impossible for·consumers to readily cpmpare the prices of similar products. 

The proposal also has a simplifying effect, and thus comes within the scope of the subsidiarity 
principie. In its report to the Edinburgh Council on- the adaptation of existing legislation to 
the principle of subsidiar~ty, the Cominission had highlighted the case cif the three price 
markiQ.g directives, indicating the difficulties associated with enforcing the clirrent mechanism. 
The Commission said it· ·would proceed to revise these three texts with a view to 
simplification, proposing to 'replace the three directives by one directive with a simplified . 

- . . • • r . ' 

system . 

. For these reasons, indication' both· of the selling price and the price per unit of measurement 
(the unitpricc) is the rnostappropriate arid simplest way to inforin consun1ers and to alk1w 
them to compare prices. · · · ' 

III.CoMMENTs ON niE coMMON POSITION 

A.Brief general comments on the common position 
·_, _., 

The Council's main contributions meetrthe_ following objectives: 

Specify the scope. For example, the Council has i~troduced explicit exemptions and 
· .. more-detailed definitions, and·has.also emended the WOrding; it has also speJt Ottfthat 



advertising is included. 
Take into account the difficulties certain businesses will experience .in applying the 
new mechanism. The Council's solution enshrines a dif~erent approach to that of the 

. Parliament and Commission: Member States who wish to do so may exempt certain 
small retail businesses (Article 8). At the latest three years after the time limit for 
transposition, the Commission presents a report and, where appropriate, a specific 
proposal for these small retail businesses (Article 13). 

B.Fate of the amendments of the European Parliament ~t first reading: 

Parliament had adopted 22 amendments of which 14 were taken up by the Commission - at 
least as regards the substance - in its amended proposal. ·The Commission sometimes 
reworded the text or introduced emendations of an editorial nature or pertaining to legislative· 
technique. 

The Council did not include any of the. Parliament's amendments in its common positio11;. 

· C.Points of divergence between the Commission's amended proposal and the Cm.llncil's 
common position 

The most significant divergence between the amended proposal and the common position 
concerns the obligation to indicate the unit price for certain small retail businesses. The 
Council's approach (Articles 8 and 13) allows the Member States to make exemptions and to 
·propose another scheme three years after the deadline for transposition. 

In view of the fact that, at the meetipg of the Consumer Affairs Council on 23 April 1996,_ 
the Italian Presidency noted unanimous political agreement on the proposal, the Commission 
did not consider it appropriate to take the floor. However, its position is set out below. 

Accepting one of Parliament's amendments, the Commission's solution (Article 7) is to 
provide for a longer adaptation period than that initially envisaged. To. adopt a solution 
providing for exemption would vitiate the purpose of the Directive in Member States or 
regioQ.s in which the· distributive trade largely consists of small retail businesses. Investment 
in technologies allowing indication of unit prices makes economic sense, because they are an 
instrument in marketing and inventory management. The costs involved are minor, particularly 
because the generous adaptation period for small retail businesses should allow them to recoup 
their invesfments over an extended period. Hence such a period - provided it is long enough 
- would seem to be an adequate solution. 

The other differences between the positions of the Council, the European Parliament and the. 
Commission are .highlighted in the comparative table annexed to ·this opinion and commented 
below. · 

Article· 1: 

The Council's ·wording of Article 1 is quite similar to that of the Commission. The Council 
uses the term "trader", which it proceeds to define. For this reason. this term, ·which is 
Cl,lstomarily used in consumer protection directives, is more precise and the Commission can 
accept it 

• 



• 

rt does not seem absolutely necessary to emphasise, as the Council has dorie in Article 1, 
~ ' 

that the Directive's objective is. to improye consumer information, because this i~ already 
· mentioned in the· recitals. Howeve~, the _Commission:can accept this wording f9r purposes 
of clarification. - · · 

. On the contrary, it seems useful to ad<;l, as in the amended pioposal, that the Directive 
dnly~ concerns price compariso~s "wherever such comparison is relevant'-', because this . 
worditJ.gmore clearly demarcates the scope ofthe directive, notably in relation to Article 
6. . . 

Article 1(2) .of the amended proposal has the same objective as Article 3(2), indent 2,-as 
regards auctions and Articles 1 and 2(d) and (e). For this reason the ·cqmmission can 
accept the Council's construction .. · · 

Article 2: The definitions of selling price and unit price in the amended proposal,· 
resulting from a parliamentary amendment, are clearer and hence prefetable to those in 
the Council's version. . 

. . 

Moreover it is not nec~ssary to replace the notion of "given quantity" by that of "unity 
~ . 

· . of .the product or ·a. give:n: quantity" a.s the Council has done, because one unity- of a 
product is also a given quantity. However, in the interests. of clarity, the Commissio11 
could accept this wording. ·· 

. . . 

Th~ Council's wording of Article-2(c) could be accepted by the Commission provided the 
words "or weighed" are inserted, because the definition of products marketed in bulk . 
concerns in particular· fruit and vegetables. · · 

The definitions of the notions of'"trader" and "consumer" in Article 2(d) arid (e) of the 
common position are useful and are acceptable to the Commission. · 

Article 3: 

The Commission could accept the Council's wording of Artiele 3(1). 

·In the .interests ~[clarification, the Commission incl~ded i~ Article 3(2) a parliamentary ·· 
. amendment containing a list of products or forms of marketing in respect of which there 
is no obligation to indicate the unit price. . . . 

Article 3(2) ·of the Cotindl version specifies that products ~ssociated .with the· provision 
· of a service as well as the sale of works of art and antiques are not included irt the scope 
of the Directive. This is acceptable to the Commission . 

. In Article 3(3) the Council slightly-emended the wording of ArtiCle 3(3) of the amended 
proposal. This emendation is acceptable. · 

Article 3(4) of the Council version and. that of the amended proposal have the_ same 
objectives. However, the Commission prefers the broader and simpler wording of the 
amended proposal. . . . 



Article 4: 

The provision contained in Article 4(2) no longer seems necessary, because it is covered 
by the definitions of Article 2(a) and (b) of the amended proposal artd by Article 5; for 
this reason the Commission left it out. -

. . 

. The Commission is in favour of the Council's wording of Article 4(3), first sentence. 

Although the objective of Article 4(3), second sentence, already seems to be covered by 
the first sentence, the Commission could accept the se.cond sentence in the interests of 

· clarification. 

Article 5: 

The explicit reference to marking or Iabelling in COun.cil's Article 5 does not 'seem 
necessary .. ·This is something which s~ould be left to the.Member States. 

Article Sa: 

The objective of Council's Article Sa·is covered by Article 2(b) of the ·amended proposal. 
The Commission prefers the latter provision because it is clearer: However it is desini.ble 
to emphasise, as the Council has done, that reference is· tq a 11unique11 .quantity. 

Article 6: 

As regards paragraphs 1 and 2, the C9mmission included tlie parliamentary amendments, 
which simplify the text. · · · 

In Article 6(2) of the· amended proposal the Conimission took over a parliamentary 
amendment.. It seems desirable to ensure maximum consistency between the Member.· 
States' positive lists. · · 

Apart from the points made at the start of this section, note that in Article 7 of its 
amended proposal the Coinmission deleted the example concerning 11certain types of 
itinerant trade11

, because they had already been mentioned..in the new Article 3(2). 

Article 9: 

The differences in the wordings concern the legislative technique. The Comniission 
prefers the wording of the amended versl.on. · 

' 
Article 9a: 

Council's Article 9a corresponds to the objective of Article 129a. In view of the hierarchy 
of Community rules, this provision is superfluous.. · . . 

Article 10: 



.··,. 

The notifications provided for in At:rlcle 1 0(3) and ( 4), which the Council has deleted, are 
n~eded for the' Commission reports stipulated in the Directive and with ·a view to 
monitoring the conformity of the ~ansposition instruments: 

Article 11: 

Apart froni the points, made at the start ~f this section,' it seem~ preferable to retain the 
time limits for submission of the reports. The .deadlines were proposed in. the light of t}le 
Commission's.experience in collecting the information nec~ssary to draft the reports. 

'. 

· 4 . CONCLUSIONS 

As regards the specifications of .the scope (exemptions, definitions and changes in 
wording), the Commission ,considers that ids .possible to reach ·agreement within a short 
p~riod. · · 

As regards the treatment of small retail businesses the Council's approach is to ail ow the_ 
Member States to grant exemptions,. :while :Parliament's ·is·· to provide. for permanent 
monitoring, financial support, and a generous adaptation period. Here the Commission has 

·accepted permanent monitoring and the more generous,adaptation period. The respective 
approaches of the Council and the Parliament remain divergent: 

. • I ' . ' . 
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COMPARATIVE TABLE 
OF THE POSffiONS OF THE COUNCll.. 

AND THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 

COuNCIL I EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT EUROPEAN COMMISSION 

- 1. Whereas transparent operation of the 1. Whereas transparent operation of the 
market and correct information can be of market and correct information can be of 
benefit to consumer protection and heaithy benefit to consumer protection and healthy 
competition between enterprises and competition between enterprises and 
products. products. 

-

-K 1. Whereas consumers must be guaranteed a 1. Whereas consumers must therefore be 2. Whereas consumers must therefore be 
high level of protection; whereas the guaranteed a. high level. of protection; . guaranteed a high level of protection; 
Community should contribute thereto by whereas the Union shoUld cdntribute thereto whereas the 'Community should contribute 
specific action' which supports and · by specific actions which provide for thereto by specific actions which provide 
su~:mlements the policy pursued by the precise, transparent and unambigyous . for precise, transparent and unambigyous 
Member States regarding adeguate . information of consumers on the pri~es of · information of consuniers on the prices of 
information of COt;lSumers on the prices of products offered to them; products offered to them; 
products offered to them; 

·• 
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r~20 Whereas Council Resoluti~n of 14 AQril 
0 

20 Whereas the Community's Qrogrammes 3 0 Whereas the Conimunity's Qrogrammes 
1 1975 on a Qreliminary Qrogramme of -the for a consumer protection and information for a consumer protection and information . 
1 

EuroQean Economic Community for a: policy provide for the establishment of policy provide for the establishment of 
,) 

consumer protection and information common principles for- indicating prices; common principles for indicating .prices; 
policy1 and Council Resolution of 19° May 

- 1981 on a second. nrogratnme of the - ' I Euro~an Economic Community for a 

1 

consu;ner ~rotection and information uolic~' 
prov1ae for the establishment of common _ 
principles for indicating prices; . 

3. Wher~as these principles have_ been 3 0 Whereas these principles have been 40 Whereas these principles have been 
established by Directive 79/581/EEC3 and established by Council Directive.· established by Council Directive. 

()[) 

Directive 88/314/EEC4 concerning the 79/581/EEC of 19 June 1979 as amended · 79/581/EEC of 19 June 1979 as amended 
h"1dication of prices of certain foodstuffs by Council Directive 88/315/EEC of 7 'June . by Council Directive 88/31S/EEC of 7 June I and non-food products; 0 I 1988 ahd Council Directive 88/3l4/EEC_Qf 1988 and Council Directive 88/314/EEC of 

7- June 1988 concerning the' indication~ of · 7 June 1988 concerning the-indication of 

l prices of-foodstuffs and non-food products; prices of foodstuffs and non-food products; . 

1 OJ No C 92, 250401975, po 2.' 

2 - -
OJ No C 133, 30601981, po2. 

3 OJ No L 158,2606.1979, po 190 Directive as last amended by Directive.95/58/EC (OJ No L 299, 12.1201995, po ll)o 

4 - - - 0 - 0 0 -' - - -. 0 

_ OJ No L 142, 90601988, po 19. Directive as last amended by_ Directive95/58/EC (OJ No L 299, 12.12.1995, po ll)o 
. ., . ' 



5. Whereas the obligation to indicate the 4. Whereas the obligation to indicate the 5. Whereas the obligation to indicate the 
selling price and the unit price contributes selling price and the price per unit of selling price and the..nrice per unit of 
·substantially to improving consumer measurement contributes substantially to measurement contributes substantiaily to 
information notably at the moment of improving consumer information by · . improving oonsumer information by 
purchasing, as this is the easiest way to providing consumers with essenticil data in providing' consumers with essential data in 
enable consumers to evaluate and compare order to make reaSoned choices; order to make reasoned choices: 

I 

the price of products in an ontimum manner '. 

and hence to make informed choices on the 
basis of simple comnarisons; 

5. Whereas, however, the mechanism 6. Whereas, however, the mechanism 
adopted included a certain number of adopted included a certain number of 
exceptions to the general obligation to '_exceptions to the general obligation to 
mdicate the uni~ price, notably when in~icate the unit price, notably when 

. products are marketed m quantities or products are marketed in quantities or 
capacities corresponding to the values of capacities corresponding to the values of 

Jd the ranges adopted at Community leveL · the ranges adopted ~at Community leveL 
:·-;_-' 

4. Whereas the link between indication of 6. Whereas this link between indication of · 7. Whereas this link between indication of 
the unit price of products and their pre- the unit price of products and the unit price of products and 
packaging in pre-established guantities or st8.ndardisation of packaging introduced standardisation of packagigg introduced 
capacities correspondiri.g to the values of rigidities into the implementation of the rigidities into the implementation of the 
the range adopted at Community level has mechanism adopted, which has proven mechanism adopted, which has proven 
proven overly complex to apply;. whereas it overly complex to apply; whereas it is thus overly complex to apply; whereas it is thus 
is thus necessary to abandon this link in necessary to abandon this link in the necessary to abandon this link in the 
favour of a new simplified mechanism and 

. . 
interests of simplificatio!!, without prejudice interests of simplification, without prejudice 

in the interest of the consumer, without to the rules governing packaging to the rules governing packaging 
·prejudice to the rules, governing packaging standardization; standardization; 

' 
standardization; 

---

" 
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6a, Whereas producers and traders working 8. Whereas producers and. traders. having · 
with product series may retain and further resort to ranges niay retain and further 

; . · devel9p them~ provided, however, that they develop them, provided, however, that they 
... ' . \ also indicate the price per unit of also indicate the unit price; 

' measurement; 
• I 

7. Whereas, therefore, account should be 9. Whereas, therefore,. account' should be 

·' taken of all the' difficulties encountered in taken of all the difficulties encountered in 
hnplementing the mec~anism provided for implementing the mechanism provided for 

' iri the above-mentioned Directives and a in the above-mentioned Directives and a 
new and simplified mechanism. proposed new and simplified mechanism proposed 
which will enable the main objective to 'he which will enable the main objective to be 

·' achieved more easily, namely adequate achieved more ea8ily, namely adequate.· 
' 

; ·information of consumers; . information of cOnsumers; 
; f •• 

. 

' ' 8. Wherea.S. indicating the selling pi-lee and 10. Whereas indicatingthe selling price and s, . '' 
the unit price is the easiest way to enable the unit price is the easiest way to enable 

. consumers to evaluate.and compare the consumers to. evaluate and GQmpare the . 
nature and quality of products in an nature ~d quality of products in an 

,. optimum manner and hence to make optimum manner and hence to make '' 
. ' informed choices on the basis of simple informed choices on the basis of silnple 

I comparisons; . comparisons;. 



6. Whereas; therefore, there should be a 9. Whereas, therefore, the general obligation 11. Whereas, therefore, the general 
general obligation to indicate both the to ·indicate both the selling price and the obligation to indicate both the selling price 
selling price and the unit price for all unit price for all products should be and the unit price for all products should be 
products except for products sold in bulk, maintained except for products marketed in maintained except for products marketed in 
where· the selling price cannot be bulk, where the "selling price cann()t be bulk, where the selling price cannot be 
determined until the consumer indicates determined until the fmal consumer determined until the fmal consumer 
how much of the product is required; indicates how much of the product he indicates how much of the product he 

reqmres; 
' 

reguires; 

7. Whereas Member States may decide not 
to armly the abovementioned obligation to ' 

Rroducts sunnlied in the course of the --
nrovision of a service and for sales by 
auction- and sales of works- of art and 

I 

antigues; 

~ 12. WhE,lreas Community-level rules can 10. Whereas only Community-level rules 12. Whereas only Community-level rules 
sure homogenous and transparent can ensure homogenous and transparent can ensure homogenous and transparent 
information that will benefit all consumers information that will benefit all consumers - information that will benefit al! consumers -
in th~ context of the internal market; in the context of the internal market; in the context of the internal maiket;. 
whereas the new, simplifieQ approach is whereas the new, simplified approach is whereas the new, simplified approach is 
both necessary and sufficient to achieve this both necessary and sufficient to achieve this both necessary and sufficient to achieve this 
objective; objective; objective;' 

--- --- ---

.-. ~ 
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' ' 11. Whereas, moreover, ~rice trans~arency .. '13. Whereas,' moreover, ~rice trans~arency: 
,: is a ~riority in the run-u~ to Economic and · . is a ~riority in the run-up to-Econoniic and · 

,\ 

Monetary Uniolli and must therefore be Monetaty Union. and must therefore be 
' ' 

· sigruficantly: im~roved and arrangements sigllificantly: iin~roved and arrangements '" 

'' 
made for its ent!:y: into effect in good time made for its entry: intO effect in good time 
for the transition to the single currency:; for the_ transition to the single eurrency:; 

' . " _.,. 

' '' 

12:_ Whereas introduction of the single _ 14. Where~ introduction of the single 
' 

'' currency: will be greatly: facilitated by: currency: will be greatly: -facilitated by: . 
'' providing consumers with simple yardsticks providing consumers with simple yardsticks 

\ . for comparing the prices of products: ' for comparing the prices of-products:·· ,- · . 

,. 

12a.Whereas, in the transitional period 
following introduction of the single _ . 

-~-
currency:, when prices have to be indicated 
in both the national and the single currency:, 

' ' 
- three prices shall be given per product; 

·-' 
/ 

-- ------ -- ---

/ 

; 



8. Whereas it is necessary to take into· 13. Whereas there is a need to take into 15. Whereas there is a need to take :into 
account the fact that certain products are account the fact that certain products are account the fact that certain products are 
customarily sold in quantities different from widely and customarily sold in quantities widely and customarily sold in quantities 
one kilogramme, one litre, one metre, one . different from the values of the base ~ different from the values of the base 
sguare metre or cubic metre; whereas it is guantity referred to in the Directive;. guantity referred to in the Directive; 
thus appropriate to allow Member States to · whereas it is thus advisable to allow whereas it is thus advisable to allow 
authorize that the unit price refer to a Member States, in certain cases, to Member States, in certain cases, to 
decimal or· submultiple of those guantities authorise that the unit price be indicated in authorise that the unit price be indicated in 
or to a different single unit of guantity, relation to the guantity value which custom relation to the guantity value which custom 
taking into account the nature of the has enshritled; has enshrined; 
product and the guantities in which it is 
customarily sold in the Member State 
concerned; 

9. Whereas the obligation to indicate the 14. Whereas Member States must be free to 16. Whereas· Member States must be free to 
unit price may entail· an excessive burden adapt the obligation to indicate· the unit adapt the obligation to indicate the unit 

} 
for certain small retail businesses under price for certain trades of forms of trade, price for certain trades of forms of trade,· 
certain circumstances and whereas Member and also to determine that such indication is and also to determine that such indication 
States should therefore be allowed to refrain not necess!!:IY for a certain number of is not necess!!:IY for a certain number of 
from applying this obligation in such cases; products, when it does not provide useful products, when it does not provide useful 

information for consumers; information for oonsumers 

i 

~ 
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· 10. Whereas Member States should also 
·remain free to waive the obligation to . 
ind1cate the unit price in. the .case.of 
products for which such pric~ indication 
would not be significant or would be liable 
to cause confusion, for instance when 
indication of the quaritity is .not a relevant 

. particular for price COJllparison purposes, or 
when different produ'cts are marketed in the 
same packaging; 

11. Whereas in the case of non-food 
products, Member States, with a view to 

" facilitating application ·of the mechanism 
implemented, . are .f~ee to draw up a list of 
products' or categories of products for which 
the obligation to indicate the unit price 
remains applicable; / 

~ 

15. Whereas Me~ber States should also 
. remain free to waive the obligation to 
· indicat~ the unit price ip. ~e case of 
. products for which such price indication 
·would not be meaningful or would. be liable 

~ I~ 

17. Whereas Member States should also 
remaii:t free to waive the obligation to 
indic.ate the unit pric;e in the case of · 
products for which' such price indication . 
woulq not be meaningful; whereas this is 
the case notably when indication of the 
quantity is not a relevant particular for 

.• 

to cause confusion; whereas this is the case 
notably when indication of the quantity is 
not a relevant particular for price 
comparison purposes, or when different 

. products·. are marketed in .the same . 

- · price. comparison purposes, of when 
qifferent products are marketed in the same 
packaging; 

packaging; 

.16.Whereas in the case of non-food 
products, Member States, with. a 'view to 
facilitating' application of the mechanism 

· implemented, are free to draw up a list of 
products.or categories of products for which 
the. obligation to indic'ate the unit price 
remains applicable; 

. 17. Wh~reas trends in distribution methods 
pmst be taken into· considenition; whereas 
solutions must be found. to permit optimum 
information of consumers on product prices 
at the lm~·est possible niar~al .cost;· 

18.Whereas in the case of non-food 
products, Member States, with a view tO 
facilitating application of the mechanism 
implemented, shall draw up a list of · 
products for which the obligation to 
indicate the unit price remains applicable; 

19. Whereas trends in distribution methods 
. inust be taken into consideration; whereas. . 
~olutions must be found to permit optimum 
ir.Iformation of consumers on product prices 

. at the lowest possible marginal cost; 

j 
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-

13. Whereas particular attention should be 
paid to small retail businesses; whereas to 
this end, the Commission should, in its· . 
reQoit on the aQQlication ofthis Directive to 
be Qresented no later than five years after 
Qublication thereof in the Official Journal· of 
the EuroQean Communities, take Qarticular 
account of the exQerience gleaned in the . 
aQQlication of this Directive by small retail 
businesses, inter alia regarding trends and 
technological develoQment in selling 
methods: 

- L-' ~ •• : ··-"-- -· .--,· •.t'o.'< '• 

17a. Whereas it is therefore essential that 
before this directive enters into force, the 
Commission should draw UQ, in 
collaboration· with national governments and 
relevant organizations, an accurate 
statement of the cost of its full 
imQlementation to retail businesses, 
esQecially in the small and medium-sized 
undertakings sector; 

' 

18. Whereas a variable adaptation period 
should be provided for depending on the 
economic operators concerned in order to 
enable them to make the detailed 
arrangements for indicC~:ting unit prices; . 

19. Whereas particular attentionshould be 
paid to the adaQtations reguired in small 
retail busin~ses, notably taking into 
account technological trends and the 
envisaged timetable for the introduction of 
the single currency; whereas to this end the 
Commission shall Qresent an evaluation 
reQort on the situation one year before the 
fmal deadline for the general aQQlication of 
. the mechanism; 

. 

v 

20. Whereas it is therefore essential that 
before the a~mlication of the mechanism, 
the Commission should draw UQ, 1n 
COOQeration with the governments and 
comQetent national bodies, an accurate 
statement of ihe total costs of the Directive 
to retail businesses, esQecially in the small 
and medium-sized undertakings sector; 

21. Whereas a variable adaptation period 
should be provided for depending cin. the 
economic operators concerned in order to 
enable them to make the detailed 
arrangements for indicating ·unit prices; 

22. Whereas particular attention should be 
paid to the adaQtations reguired in small 
retail businesses, notably taking into 
account technological trends and the 
envisaged timetable for the introduction of 
the single currency; whereas to this end the 
Commission shall Qresent an evaluation 
reQort on the situation two years before the 
fmal deadline for the general aQQlication of 
the mechanism; .. 

• 
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Article 1 ' 

' 
The purpose .. of this Directive is to stipulate The purpose of this Directi~e is to stipulate 1. The purpose of this Directive is to 
indication ofthe selling price and the price . indication .of .the selling price and tlie price stipulate indication of the selling price and 
per unit of measurement of produits offered per unit of measurement. of products offered the price per unit-ofmeasurement of 
by traders to consumers in order to improve by traders to fmal consumers, so as to. products offered by traders. to fmal 
consumer information_and to facilitate . improve' consumer information and to allow . consumers, so as to improve co~umer . 
comparison of prices. ea8y comparison ofprices. wherever such. information and to allow easy comparison 

' 
comparison is relevant. of.prices, wherever: such compru:ison is 

', i 
relevant. 

' ' 
' la. This directive shall not apply to: 2. The following are excluded from this .. 

directive: 
;.. foodstuffs sold in hotels~ . cafes, ' I 

-~-

restaurants, public houses, cinemas and -auctions, 
theatres, educational establishments, -·private sales. 

' recreational facilities, staff shops in the 
work place, hospitals, canteens _and similar 
establishments 

. ' 

,, .. 
.. - mobile vendors 

·' ·- products sold on transport systems 
- - products sold iri vending machines 

- sales by auction 
- private sales. 

Article 2 I ', 
' 

.. ... ., 

' 
For the purposes of this Directive For the purposes of this Directive: Fo.r the purposes of this Directive:· 

' 

~ 



-"~- ·--- ·--=.- .,..,.;....._ • .:..."--~ ........ - -- .:.,;,..__ ...... _ .-;:; -.-...!. ·>-=o'---•- _.---...-...:..r.=.•"""-

(a) "selling price .. .,shall mean the price for a a) "selling price11 means the fmal price for a a) 11 selling price" means the fmal price for 
unit of the product or a given quantity of given quantity of the product, including . a given quantity of the product, including 
the product; VAT, all other taxes and the costs of all VAT, all other taxes and the costs of all 

services which the consumer is obliged to services which the consumer is obliged to . 
pay for in addition; pay for in addition; 

(b) "unit price" shall mean the price for one b) "unit price" means the fmal price, b) 11unit price11 means the fmal price, 
kilogramme, one litre, one metre, one · including VAT, all other taxes and the costs including VAT, all other taxes and the 
square metre, or cubic metre of the product; of all services which the consumer is costs of all services which· the consumer is 

obliged to gay for in addition, for one obliged to pay for in addition, for one 
kilogram, one litre, one metre, one square kilogram, one litre, one metre, one square 

·' 

metre or cubic metre of the product or any metre, one cubic metre or one item of the 
other guantity: which is widely and product or any other guantity which is 
customarily used in the Member States in widely and customarily used in the 

· the marketing of specific products; Member States in the marketing of specific 

* ' 
products; 

. 
( c} "products sold in bulk" shall mean c) "products sold in bulk"_means products c) 11products sold in bulk" means products· 
products which are not pre-packaged and which are not pre-packaged and/or are not - which are not pre-packaged and/or are not . I 

are measured in the presence of the measured or weighed except in the presence measured or weighed except in the r 

consumer;. of the fmal consumer. presence of the fmal consumer. 

J 
' 

I 

ca) 'retail' means the commercial sale of . I 

goods at sales outlets which are staffed and I 

freely accessible to the public, or by mail 
order. 

, .. 



~ '· 

(d) "tnider" shall mean any ·naturai br iegal ., .. 
-~erson who sells or offers for sale ~roducts . ~ :· 

which fall within his ~rofessional or . ' ', 
conimercicil activity: • • ~! • ' ., 

(· " ; 

'·' 
.. 

: ... .. 

(e) "consumer" shall mean any natural 
,'• 

-
~erson who buys a ~roduct for P.!!mOSes \ 

'. 

that do not fall within the s~here of his ' 
., 

~rofessionai or com..ffiercial activity. 
. . : -.. 

, 

Article 3 

l. The seiling price and the unit price shall · 1. The ·selliil.g price ~d ~e- unit price shaJl : ' L The selling price and ~e tm.it price shail 
'be indicated for all products referred to in be indicated for all productS referred !0 in · be indiccited .fOr -an products' referred u:; ln 
Article 1, the indication.of the unit price .·Article 1, subject to the· provisions of Artide.l, S.ject to tile provisions oL 

~ 
being subject to the provisions of Article 7 .. Article 6. Article...§... 

! ... 



. ' . 
' 

2. The obligation to indicate the Qric~ per · 
unit measurement shall not awly to: 

- foodstuffs sold in hotels, 
', cafes,restaurants,Qublic houses, cinemas 

and theatres, ·teaching institutions, leisure 

.\ 
centres, staff shoQS, hosQitals, canteens and 
similar establishments; 

' - itinerant traders: 
I 

"· " ' " . '. . .. .., . ~ .. " . ' .. -. ' . .~ 

' .. 
._ Qroducts sold in mealis of transQort; 

' ' ~ . 
. . ... , .. - products' sold in vendiD:g machines . 

. 
;, ' ' 

, 
'1,, 

' ' ' ' ' : .. .: _;_ " .. '• 
,, I' 

2. Member States may decide not to aQQly • 

} QaragraQh 1 to: : 

..... ' .. ' ... 

.:. nroducts su~mlied in the oourse of the 
Qrovision of a service, 

- sales by auction and sales of works of art · 
'· 

and antiques. 
,. ·- ' ' ·. ' ... ........ '" .. .. 

3. For pr~ducts sold·in bulk, only the unit 3. For products sold in bulk only the unit 3. For products sold in·bulk only the unit I 

price must be· indicated. price must be indicated for all Qroducts price must be indicated for all Qroducts 
· . referred to in Article i. referred to in Article 1. 

J . 

~ 
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4. Any advertisement· which mentions the. · 2a. The 12rovisions of J;m(&gra)2hs 1 imd 2 4. The above ~aragraphs shall a~mly also to· 
selling )2rice of J2roducts referred to in . shall also aJ2J2ly to an~~ of advertising any we of advertising in which a Rrice is 
Article 1 shall also indicate the unit 12rice- in which a J2rice is indicated.· mentioned . 

. subject to Article 7. '' 

. ( \ 

·'' 
Article 4 

' ' 

. 1. The selling price and the unit price must 1, The selling price and the unit price mlist 1. The selling price and the unit price must , 
' . . ; . . ' 

be .unambiguous, easily identifiable lin.d be unambiguOuS, easily identifiable and be unambiglious, easily identifiable and 
clearly legible: clearly legible. ' - clearly legible. -

2. The selling 12rice and the unit 12rice shall 2. Deleted .2. Deleted 
-relate to the final· 12rice of the 12roduct under 
the conditions laid down. by tlie Member 

~ 
. States. 

3: The unit price shall refer to fl.quantity · 3. The unit price shall refer to ~quantity 3. The unit pri~ sBall ref~ to the- quantity 
declared in accordance with national and declared, in accordance· with national and declared, in accordance with ·national and-
Community provisions. -Community provisions. Co~unity provisions. 

' 

Where national or Community 12rovisions -
reguiie the indication of the net weight and l : 

the net drained weight for certain J2fe)2acked 
12roducts,. it shall be ·sufficient to indiCate 

. 
' 

· the unit nrice of the net drained weight. --
' . . 



Article 5 

Member States shall lay down detailed rules The selling Rrice and the unit Rrice shall be Member States shall lay down the detailed 
(e.g. marking or labelling) for indicating indicated on the Rroduct offered for sale or rules for indicating Rrices, notably as 
Rnces. on the shelf where the Rroduct is located, .in regards Rrices aRRlying to guantities that 

such a l:minner as to be clearly legible for . are widely and customarily used, referred · 
the consumer. In small retail businesses the to in Article 2(b). 
nrices may also be indicated on a Rrice list . 
disRlayed iin a Rrominent Rlace in the shoR. 

I 

Article 6 
,. 

Member States may stiRulate that the unit 
nrice shall refer to a decimal .multiRle or 
submultiRle of the guantities referred to in 

~ 
~ 

Article (2b) or to a single unit of guantity · 
which is different from those referred to in 
Article 2(b), taking. into account the nature · 
of the Rroduct and the guantities in which it 

I is customarily sold in the Member State 
concerned. 

I ----- -

.• ,. f 
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~ 

Article Sa . 

. In the transitional period following 
introduction of the single. currency. the 
following three prices shall he indicated:· 

' -selling price in the national currency; ',. ' 
· - selling price in the single currency: . 

- unit price in the single currency 

Article 7 Article 6 Article 6 , 

1. Member States may waive the obligation 1. Member States m,ay waive the· obligation 1. Member States may waive the obligation 
to Indicate the unit. price of products for · to indicate the unit price of products for to indicate the unit price of products for 
which such indication would not be which ~uch indication is not meaningful which such indicatioti is not meaningful 
significant because of the products' nature because of the products'nature or purpose. because of the products'nature or purpose. 
or purpose or would be liable to create ' . 
c6nfusion. 

2. Member States 'may waiye the obligation 2. Deleted 2. Deleted ' 
to indicate the unit price of product for 
which indication of length. mass. surface or · ' 
volume is not required by national or . 
Community provisions.· This applies in .. 
particular .to products sold by individual· 
item or singly. . . · , .. _ 

·> 
------- - ----- -



~ 
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3. With a view to imnlementing naragranh 
1 and 2, the Member States may, in the 
case of nop.-food prodpcts, esta.l;>lish a list 
of the products or nroduct categories to 
which the obligation to indicate the unit 
price shall remain applicable. 

3. The Member States shall, in the case of 
non-food products, establish a list of the 
products to which the obligation to indicate 
the unit ptrice shall remain applicable. This 
list shall be drawn un in a I!ractical and 
uniform way by using the CCT number for 
each I!roduct. The Commission shall 
nrovide a framework so that the lists in. the 
various Member States corresi!ond closely 
in terms of content. - · 

3a. Where a sales outlet makes a temno~ru:y 
snecial offer or engages in sales· nromotion 
in resnect of one or more' nroducts (e.g. 3 
for the nrice of 2}, it shall be sufficient to 
indicate the three nrices already nrovided 
for by DireCtive. The disnlay of any other 
l!riCes for information l!lli]OSeS shall be . 
ontional. 

3b.The Commission and Member States are 
called uvon to nrovide funding to train 
exverts emnloyed by retail businesses to 
exnlain nrices to COnSUmers for the nractical 
avvlication of the Euronean single currency. 

3. In the case of non-food products, the 
Member States shall establish a list of the 
products to which the obligation to indicate 
the unit pnce shall remain applicable. This 
list shall be 'dni:wn un in a nractical way by 
using· a common nomenclature. The _ 
Commission shall nrovide a framework so 
that the lists in the various Member State~ · 
are as consistent as nossible in terms of· 
content. 

' 
.. 

' . 

' 
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Article 8 Articie 7 Article 7 

--

Member States may provide that the Member. States may provide that the Members States may provide that the 
obligation to indicate the unit price of obligation to indicate the unit price of obligation to indicate the unit price of 
products other than those sold in bulk, products ·other than those marketed in bulk products other than those marketed in bulk . 
which are sold in certain small retail · which are sold by certain small retail which are sold by certain small retail -
businesses, shall not apply, subject to businesses· shall apply at the latest six years . businesses shail apply a the latest by six 
Article 13, if the obligation to indicate the after publication of this Directive, if the- years after publication of this Directive, if 
unit price would constitute an excessive obligation to indicate the unit price from the obligation to indicate the miit price· by 
burden for these businesses because of the .the time provided for in Article 10 (1). the date provided for in Article 10 (1) .. · 
number of products on sale, the sales area, 
the nature of the place of sale, specific --..: is likely to constitute an excessive burden - is 'likely to constitute an excessive burden 
conditions of sale where the product is not · for these businesses for these businesses 
directly jlccessible for the consumer or _ 
certain forms of business,_ such-as certain or or· 

~-

-c: 

~ of itilierant tr~de. 
- is impracticable because of the number of - is impracticable because of the ·number 
products on sale, the sales area, the nature · of products on sale, the sales area, the 
of the place of s~le or specific conditions nature of the place of sale or specific 

· applicable to certain forms of business, conditions ,applicable to certain forms of 
such as certain types of itinerant· trade. business. · 

_ __: __ ~ ·---. ---



~ 

; 
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Articl~ 9 

Member Staws shall lit,y doWJl pepalti~~ for 
infringements of .P.atiori~ provi~io~ 
adopted· in appliGation of this Oirectiv~. and 
shall. t~~ all nec~Ssm)' mc;lasur~ to e.p.sur~ 
that th~s~ ·arlil enforced. Thes~ p~nalties 
must be effective, proportiona~ ap.d 
dissuasive. 

.\. 

Article 7a 

The Commission ·shiill take action to grant 
fmanciat aid t() small retailers for:· ... . .. 

-:- infon:_il3;tion campaigns for Sfl.lall retailer~; 
,. compili.D.g and publishitig informati~n 

· brochures in cooperation with the target . . . ... - . '. . .. .. 

~roup. 

Article 8 

Member States shall lay down penalties for 
in,fti.Q.gements of ll.ationa.J. provisions 
adopted in application of this Directive, and 
shall take all necessary mc;lasures to ~nsure 
that thes~ are epforced. These penalties 
must be effective, proportionate and 
~li~suasive, 

Articl!:l 8 

Member States shall lay down p~.P.alties for 
infriP.gem.ents of national provision$ 
~opted in application of this Directive, 
~d shall take all necessary measures to 
c;lnsure that these are c;lnforced. Thes~ 
penalties must be effective, proportionate 
and Qissu.asive. 



., 
' 

~
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Article 10 
: ; 

1. T~e transition period of nine years . 
mentioned in Article 1 of Directive 
95/58/EC of the European Parliament and 
of the Council of 29 November i 995 

_amending Directive 79/581/EEC on -. · 
consumer protection in. the indication of the. 
prices of foodstuffs . ap.d Directive 
88/314/EEC on consumer protection ii1 the 
indiation of the prices of non-food products5 

shall be extended until the date referred· tO' 
in Article 12(1) of this DireCtive. 

' 

2. Directives 79/581/EEC and 88/314/EEC 
shall be repealed with effect from the date 
referred to in Article 12(1) of this 
Directive. 

' 
l 

-

s . . . 
OJ No L 29?, 12.12.1995, P. 11 

6 OJNoL299,.12.12.1995,P. 11. 

Article 9 ' I ' 

. 
1. In Article 1 of European Parliainent and 
Council Directive 95/58/EEC of 29 . 
November 1995, the words 'a period of nine 
years' shall be. replaced with the words 'a· · 
period expiring at the latest time iildiCated 
by article 10(1) of Directive 96/ ... /EC'. 

-' 

' 

2. ·council Directive 79/581/EEC of 19 June 
_1979, as amended by Council Directive-
88/315/EEC of 7 June J 988, Council 
Directive 88/314/EEC of 7 Jtine 1988 and 
European Parliament and ·council Directive 
95/58/EEC of 29 November i 995 shall be-
repealed with effect from the latest time 
indicated by Article 10 (1). · 

' ~ 

--

Article 9 
! 

.... 
• 

' 

• 

1. In Article 10, first sentence, frrst line of 
the 'Council Directive 79/581/EEC of ·19 
June 1979, ·and 'in. the article 10, frrst 
sentence, frrst line of the Council Directive 
88/314/CEE of 7 June 1988, the words "a 
period of 9 years" shall be replaced· by the 
words "a period expiring on the date · 
referred' to in Article 10 (1) of Directive 
96/ ... )EC". · : 

I 

2. Council Directive 79/581/EEC of 19 
June 1979, as amended by Council 
Directive 88/315/EEC of 7 June 1988, 
Council Directive 88/314/EEC 'of 7 June 
1988 _and the European Parliament and 
Council Directive 95/58/EC ·of 29 
November 19956 shall be repealed with 
effect from the· date referred tO in Article 
10 (1). 



~
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Article 11 ' 

This Directive shall not ~revent Member · .. 

States from ado~ting or maintaining 
Rrovisions which are more favourable as 
regards consumer information and . 
com~arison of Rrices, without Rrejudice to 
their obligations under the Treaty. 

-· 
Article. 12 Article·10 

1. Member States shall bring into fore~ the 1. Member States shall bring into force the 
laws, regtilations and administrative laws,. regulations and administrative ·· 
provisions necessary to comply with this provisions necessary to comply with this 
Directive not later than ..... •. They shall DireGtive two. years after RUblication of the 
forthwith inform the Commission thereof. Directive at the latest. They shall forthwith 
The provisions adopted shall be applicable inform the Commission thereof. The 
as of that date. provisions adopted shall be applicable two · 

years after ~ubl.ication of this Directive. ' 

When Member States adopt these measures, . 2. When Member States adopt these 
they shall contain a reference to this nrovisions,· theSe shall _contain a reference 
Directive or shall be accompanied by such to this Directive or shall be accompanied by 
reference at the time of their official such a reference at the time of their official 
publication. The methods of making such publication. The ~rocedure for such 
reference shall be laid down by Member . reference shall be adogted by the Member 
States. States. 

'· 

•24 months following the date of publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities 

,, 

.. 
' -

.. 
. -

'· 

Article 10 
\ 

. 1. Member States shall bring intO force the 
laws, regulations and ad.minlstrative 
provisions necessary to cOmply with this 
Directive two years afte~ gublication of the 
Directive at the latest: They· shall forthwith . 
inform the Commission thereof. The 
provisions adopted shall be applicable two _ 
years after ag~lication of the Directive. 

. 
2. When Member States adopt these . 
nrovisions, these shall contain a reference 
to this Directive or shall be accompanied 
by such a reference at the time of their 
official publication. The nrocedure for such 
reference shall be ado~ted by ·the Member 
States. 

\ 

-

.. , 
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2. Member States shall communicate to the LMember States shall cominunicate to the_. 3. Member States· shall communicate to the 
Commission the text of the provisions of C<?mmissiori the text of the provisions of ' Commission the text· of the provisions of 

. national law which they adopt in the field nationa1 iaw which they adopt in· the field national law which they adopt in the field 
governed by· this Dire~ve_ governed by this Directive: In particular. governed by this Directive.· In particular. 

· they shall indicate the rules adopted · they shall indicate the rules adopted 
. pursuant to Articles 5, 6 and 7, and any pursuant to Articles 5, 6 and 7, and any 
later amendments thereto, later amendments thereto. 

' ,. 

' 

( 
4. Member 'States shall conimunicate the 4. Member States shall communicate the 
provisions governing· the penalties· provided .· provisions governing the penalties provided 
for in Article 8, and any later anieridments for' in Article 8, and any later amendments 
thereto. thereto. 

' 
- ' Article 13 Article 11 Article 11 

', ! 

-The Commission sh~, tiot more than three 1. The Commission shal(-not more than L The Commi~sion shall, not more than 

·.·~ years after, the date referred to in Article one year after the-date referred to in two years after the date referred to in :. 
· 12(1); submit to the European Parliament Article...lQ(ll, submit to the ·European Article .iQQ.}; submit to the European 
and the Council a comprehensive report on Parliament and the Council an initial report Parliament and the Council an initial 
the application of this Directive, in on the ap}2lication of the provisions .of ~ort on the a}2}2lication of the 12rovisions 
particular on the application of Article 8, Article 7. After two years the Commission ofArticle 7. '. 

accompanied, if ·approgriate, by a proposal. ·· shall submit a second report. " 

The European Parliament and the Council 2. The Commission shall~ not more than 2. The Commission shall, not more than . 
shalL on this basis, reexamine the four years after the date ·referred to ill ·four years after the date referred to in 

J 

Article ·10(1), submit to the European provisions of Article· 8. I Article 10(1), submit to the European . \ 

Parliament and the 'Council a global re12ort . Parliament and the Co~cil a global report 
· · on the application of this Directive .. on the ap}2lication of this Directive. 

"' 
\ . 

... 
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Article 14 

· This Directive shall enter into force on the 
•. 

day of its nublication in the Official Journal 
of the Euronean Communities. . 

Article 15 

This Directive is addressed to the Member This Directive is addressed. to the Member This Dir~ctive is addiessed to th~ Member ' I 

States. States. States. ·, 

~--

·~ 

I • 

'' 
; .. ~--, · .... 
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